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Morning CORE

US Futures-World Markets: It’s a risk-off morning as S&P futures trade lower. Can you blame investors for
not wanting to make big bets before the election? Agreement on a stimulus package before the election look
bleak. Major European indices are lower across the board on worries of an increase in positive coronavirus
tests. We receive weekly jobless claims at 8:30. The expectation is for a small improvement over recent
numbers. Trump and Biden will hold dueling town hall meetings at 8pm tonight, instead of a second debate.
Fastly, a cloud computing company, is down 25% pre-market after the stock warned of a revenue miss. FSLY
was +513%YTD at last night’s close. Investors may use this as an excuse to sell other cloud computing highfliers. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -34.40, 10-Yr Yield: 0.699%.
CORE Headlines:
 The U.S. State Department has submitted a proposal for the Trump administration to add China's Ant
Group to a trade blacklist, according to two people familiar with the matter, before the financial
technology firm is slated to go public.-Reuters
 London, Europe's richest city with 9 million people, was heading for a tighter COVID-19 lockdown from
midnight as Prime Minister Boris Johnson tried to tackle a swiftly accelerating second coronavirus
wave.-Reuters
 French president Emmanuel Macron announced a new overnight curfew—extending from 9:00 p.m. to
6:00 a.m.—for Paris and eight other large cities as of Saturday in an attempt to counter a growing
number of coronavirus cases and prevent them from overwhelming the country’s hospitals.-FT
 The United States has offered to settle a long-running aircraft subsidy dispute with the European
Union and remove tariffs on wine, whisky and other products if Airbus repays billions of dollars in aid
to European governments.-Reuters
 Spending by the world’s governments to fight the coronavirus and the global economic downturn will
propel public debt to a record level, according to officials at the International Monetary Fund, who
believe more debt will be needed to assure a full recovery.-WSJ
 Starbucks announced that it will tie executive pay to 2025 diversity targets through mandated antibias training for executives, whose compensation will be tied to their ability to increase minority
representation in the workforce.-WSJ
 Front page story looks at the “two economies” over which Donald Trump has presided during his
presidency—the first, which lasted until March, saw a boost in jobs, income, and stock prices, while
the second, during the pandemic, essentially reversed those gains.-WSJ
 SHOP: The e-commerce site, which reports third-quarter earnings on October 29, has not provided its
own estimates amid the coronavirus outbreak—CS analyst Brad Zelnick said "We see upside to
estimates though believe the magnitude of the out-performance vs. both sell-side and buy-side
expectations will diminish relative to last quarter.”-IBD
 Documents obtained by the Post show that Joe Biden’s son Hunter pursued lucrative deals involving
China’s largest private energy company.-NYP
 Story reports that in February when news of the coronavirus hit, Trump in public claimed it was under
control, but in a private briefing with the conservative Hoover Institution, his team appeared less
confident, with one senior advisor saying they couldn’t yet estimate the effect of the virus.-NYT
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Some hedge funds believe that stocks that did well during the pandemic—in areas such as computing,
gym equipment, grocery retail, and healthcare—are set to decline, and some are betting against the
stocks in the belief that recent earnings boosts will fade.-FT
Former president Barack Obama will hit the campaign trail for Democratic nominee Joe Biden in the
closing two weeks of the presidential race, when he is expected to visit key battleground states.TheHill

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Wired: Do things faster with these keyboard tricks https://bit.ly/2H0zIgF
 Well+Good: 5 things the happiest couple have in common https://bit.ly/2H40zZh
 BI: A professional cuddler can make $100 per hour https://bit.ly/3iZYQ40
Charts from the Daily Shot:
With stimulus on hold, the market rally appears to have stalled. (S&P futures are -1% right now 7:57a, EST)

Source: The Hill Read full article
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Companies with China exposure continue to outperform.

Flows in and out of QQQ (Nasdaq 100 ETF) have been massive. Some suggests that these swings
are due to dealers’ enormous options exposure. QQQ, which is highly liquid, is sometimes used as a
delta hedge against short portfolios of single-stock options.

Source: @markets Read full article
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Active funds are struggling this year (anyone who is not overweight in tech mega-caps is probably
underperforming).

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @BofAML
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These brands dominate the ETF market.

Source: @WSJ Read full article

• Logistics-related price indices moderated last month.
– Truck transportation of freight:
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– Warehouse construction costs:
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Market-based inflation expectations continue to signal higher consumer inflation ahead. (mid-2021?)

Source: ANZ Research

The move out of cities has been mostly to the suburbs, not to rural areas.

Source: Fitch Ratings
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With the 30yr mortgage rates at record lows, homebuyers have been opting for fixed-rate loans.

Source: Piper Sandler
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Oil consumption in China and India is projected to rise, albeit from a low base. The US and Europe
reached peak oil consumption about 15 years ago.

Source: Alpine Macro
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Goldman expects oil prices to climb next year (much more than is currently priced into the market).

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs
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Goldman expects yields to rise well above the levels currently priced into the market.

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs
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The reduction in the Fed’s liquidity swap demand indicates an improvement in global risk/liquidity
sentiment, which has likely pushed the dollar lower, according to TS Lombard.

Source: TS Lombard

COVID-related hospitalizations by region in the US.

Source: CovidTracking.com
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US airport traffic:

Source: @jeffsparshott, @WSJ

Biggest threats to the economy:

Source: Bankrate.com Read full article
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Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting or other professional expert advice.
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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